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Abstract The paper focuses on the design of a new automatic landing system (ALS) in longitudinal

plane; the new ALS controls the aircraft trajectory and longitudinal velocity. Aircraft control is

achieved by means of a proportional-integral (PI) controller and the instrumental landing system

– the first phase of landing (the glide slope) and a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller

together with a radio-altimeter – the second phase of landing (the flare); both controllers modify the

reference model associated with aircraft pitch angle. The control of the pitch angle and longitudinal

velocity is performed by a neural network adaptive control system, based on the dynamic inversion

concept, having the following as components: a linear dynamic compensator, a linear observer, ref-

erence models, and a Pseudo control hedging (PCH) block. The theoretical results are software

implemented and validated by complex numerical simulations; compared with other ALSs having

the same radio-technical subsystems but with conventional or fuzzy controllers for the control of

aircraft pitch angle and longitudinal velocity, the architecture designed in this paper is characterized

by much smaller overshoots and stationary errors.
� 2017 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

17

18 1. Introduction

19 Most aircraft have automatic landing systems (ALSs) based on
20 the instrumental landing system1,2 and different conventional
21 controllers (proportional-derivative – PD, proportional-
22 integral – PI, proportional-integral-derivative – PID),1–4 for

23aircraft trajectory’s control during landing, and the use of opti-
24mal control laws ðH2;H1;H2=H1Þ, together with full- or
25reduced-order observers, provides good results.3,5 Because
26the atmospheric conditions and the dynamics of aircraft are
27drastically changing during flight and, of course, during land-
28ing, it is difficult to land safely by using conventional con-
29trollers. To design perfect conventional controllers, one has
30to know the precise mathematical model of the system to be
31controlled. Furthermore, the aircraft dynamics may vary with
32respect to the altitude and the flight conditions. Therefore, the
33adaptive controllers are better choices.
34The presence of unknown or partially known nonlinearities
35in aircraft dynamics leads to the necessity of using evolved
36adaptive control architectures in various stages of the flight
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37 and especially during landing. Also, the actuators have
38 strongly nonlinear behavior because of the saturation of their
39 displacements and/or mobile elements’ velocities. In these
40 cases, in the context of using the inversion of the nonlinearities’
41 dynamics, the adaptive control based on dynamic inversion
42 and neural networks theories is a very good choice.6–9 The
43 adapting and the train of the neural networks (NNs) are based
44 on the signals provided by the observers which receive infor-
45 mation relative to the error of the automatic control system.
46 The adaptive component of the automatic control law (pro-
47 vided by the NNs) must compensate the inversion (approxima-
48 tion) error of the aircraft dynamics’ nonlinear subsystem. For
49 a safety landing, the required information in longitudinal plane
50 is obtained by means of gyro transducers (for aircraft pitch

51 angle – h and pitch rate – q ¼ _h), accelerometers (providing
52 the acceleration signal and, by integration, the aircraft longitu-
53 dinal velocity), or aerodynamic transducers (for aircraft attack
54 angle10) whether or not the landing control architecture
55 includes an observer.
56 One of the most commonly employed nonlinear control
57 method is the feedback linearization; in the automatic landing
58 systems’ design it is used in some papers,11 but the paper pre-
59 sents limited insight into the performance of simulations of this
60 controller and no tests are performed outside of these simula-
61 tions; the main disadvantage of the feedback linearization
62 method is that all parametric plant uncertainties must appear
63 in the same equation of the state-space representation as the
64 control.
65 Feed-forward neural networks based on the back propaga-
66 tion learning algorithm have also been used12; the main disad-
67 vantage is that the neural networks require a priori training on
68 normal and faulty operating data. Other approaches involves
69 the usage of the time delay neural networks; a controller based
70 on this type of neural networks has been designed,13 but its
71 main drawback is related to the flight path track accuracy
72 and the fact that it is enable only under limited conditions.
73 Several neural network control approaches have been pro-
74 posed based on Lyapunov stability theory.13,14 The main
75 advantage of these control schemes is that the adaptive laws
76 were obtained from the Lyapunov synthesis and, therefore,
77 guarantee the system’s stability; the disadvantage is that some
78 conditions should be assumed; these requirements are not easy
79 to be satisfied in practical control application.15 Juang
80 designed a new learning technique using a time delay network
81 or networks with back-propagation through time algorithms
82 to control the landing16; the main drawbacks are: (1) the num-
83 ber of hidden units was determined by trial; (2) the conver-
84 gence time is high. Seven different neural network structures
85 (including critic or Radial Basis Function Neural Networks)
86 have been used for obtaining intelligent auto-landing con-
87 trollers by means of linearized inverse dynamic model17,18;
88 also, the fuzzy logic technique was used to design controllers
89 that track a pre-determined flight path trajectory for safe land-
90 ing.19 In the research area of optimal synthesis, Ref. 20 have
91 developed a mixed technique for the H2/H1 control of land-
92 ing, while Ref. 21 have used the H1 control technique to
93 design an approach for aircraft automatic and landing. In
94 these papers, the authors did not analyze the robustness of
95 the designed controllers in the presence of sensor errors and
96 external disturbances.22

97The auto-landing systems designed in the above mentioned
98works are characterized by insufficient generality or accuracy;
99the neural network and dynamic inversion based control
100approaches could bring improvements. Thus, the paper pre-
101sents a new adaptive landing architecture for aircraft control
102in longitudinal plane. According to the authors of this paper,
103little progress has been reported for the landing flight control
104systems in longitudinal plane by using neural networks,
105dynamic inversion concept, linear dynamic compensator, state
106observer, and PCH block; this motivates the present study.
107Also, it is interesting to see if the aircraft’s trajectory during
108landing in longitudinal plane can be tracked with high accu-
109racy by a neural network based controller which uses both
110the dynamic inversion technique and PCH blocks. The main
111advantages of the dynamic inversion are: (1) the plant nonlin-
112earities are canceled; (2) the closed loop plant behaves like
113stable linear system; (3) simplicity in the control structure, ease
114of implementation, global exponential stability of the tracking
115error, etc.11 On the other hand, the strong point of the neural
116networks is their approximation ability, these being capable to
117approximate an unknown system dynamics through learning.
118A PCH block eliminates the NNs’ adapting difficulties. Having
119in mind the advantages of the NNs, dynamic inversion
120approach, PCH blocks and the combining of these elements
121with linear dynamic compensators and state observers, the pre-
122sent paper brings absolute novelty in the search area of ALSs’
123design.
124The paper is organized as follows: the structure of the ALS
125is given in the second section; the design of the adaptive system
126for the control of the pitch angle and the longitudinal compo-
127nent of the flight velocity is presented in the third section; in
128the next section, complex simulations to validate the new
129designed ALS have been performed and the obtained results
130are analyzed; finally, some conclusions are shared in the fifth
131section of the paper.

1322. Structure of the new automatic landing system

133The automatic control of aircraft during landing (longitudinal
134plane) is achieved by means of two systems: an automatic sys-
135tem for the trajectory’s control and an automatic system for
136the control of flight velocity. The automatic system for the
137control of the flight trajectory in longitudinal plane has two
138subsystems: (1) the first one is for the aircraft control during
139the glide slope phase (control of the angular deviation
140C ¼ c� cc; c and cc are the real and the calculated slope angles
141of the aircraft trajectory, respectively), by using an ILS system
142for the determination of the angle C at altitudes H P H0; (2)
143the second one is for the aircraft control during the flare phase
144by means of a radio-altimeter (control of the altitude
145H;H < H0;H0 – the altitude at which the glide slope phase
146ends and the second landing phase begins). There are many
147papers in the literature which threat the control of aircraft in
148lateral-directional plane in the presence of crosswind. These
149systems cancel the angular deviation of aircraft with respect
150to the runway direction, the deviation of the flight direction
151relative to the runway, and aircraft lateral velocity. Conclud-
152ing, the control of aircraft in the lateral-directional plane
153(one landing phase: initial approach) can be achieved by means
154of other automatic control systems, while the control in
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